Abstract. Classical solutions of nonlinear initial boundary value problems are approximated in the paper by solutions of suitable quasilinear differential difference systems. The proof of the stability of the method of lines is based on a comparison technique with nonlinear estimates of the Perron type. Numerical examples are given.
Introduction
For any metric spaces X and Y we denote by C(X,Y) the class of all continuous functions from X to Y. Let N and Z be the sets on natural numbers and integers, respectively. Let N € Z, 0 < K < n, be fixed. For each x = (xi,... ,x n ) G R n we write x = (x',x") where x' = (xi,... ,x K ), x" = (x K +i,..., x n ). We have x' = x if K = n and x" = x if K = 0. We will use vectorial inequalities with the understanding that the same inequalities hold between their corresponding components.
Suppose that a > 0, to G r = (ri,...,r n ) € il", R+ = [0,+oo), b = (&i,..., b n ), bi > 0 for 1 < i < n, are given. Let c = b + r. We define the sets 240 W. Czernous be given functions. We write
A[z](t, x) = z(ao(t, x),a(t, x)).
We consider the problem consisting of the differential equation with deviated variables (1) dtz
(t, x) = f(t, x, A[z](t, x),dxz(t, x))
and the initial boundary condition ( 
2) z(t, x) = ip(t, x) for (t, x)eE0U d0E,
where dxz = (dXlz,..
., dXnz). A function v: E* -> R is called a classical solution of the above problem if (i) v G C(E*, R) and v is of class C 1 on E,
(ii) v satisfies equation (1) on E and initial boundary condition (2) holds. We are interested in establishing a method of approximation of solutions to problem (1),(2) by means of solutions of an associated system of ordinary functional differential equations and in estimating of the difference between the exact and approximate solutions.
The classical method of lines for partial differential or functional differential equations consists in replacing partial derivatives in spatial variables by difference expressions. Then the original problem is transformed into a system of ordinary differential or functional differential equations.
There is an ample literature on the method of lines. The monographs [6] , [11] , [12] contain a large bibliography. The method is also treated as a tool for proving existence theorems for differential problems corresponding to parabolic equations ( [8] - [10] ) or first order hyperbolic equations ( [4] , [7] ). The papers [1] , [5] initiated the theory of the numerical method of lines for functional differential equations.
It is easy to construct a differential difference problem for a nonlinear functional differential equation which satisfies the consistency conditions on all sufficiently regular solutions of a considered problem.
The main task in these considerations is to find a differential difference problem which is stable.
The method of differential inequalities is used in the investigations of the stability of the numerical method of lines.
In the paper we present another approach to the numerical solving of (1), (2) . We transform nonlinear equation (1) into a quasilinear system of differential difference equations. Our main ideas are based on a quasilinearization of (1) with respect to the last variable and on the theory of ^characteristics for nonlinear differential equations with deviated variables.
The method was introduced and studied by S. Cinquini and M. Cinquini Cibrario in [2] , [3] . The authors have used the method of quasilinearization for nonlinear equations and systems in the existence theory for generalized and classical solutions. This method is also adopted for nonlinear functional differential problems in [6] .
We give sufficient conditions for the convergence of the numerical method of lines.
The stability of differential difference problems is investigated by using the method of differential inequalities with nonlinear estimates of the Perron type for given functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we propose a quasilinear system of differential difference equations for problem (1), (2) . In the next section we prove a comparison result for these systems. It will be a generalization of an adequate result from [6] , Chapter 6. A convergence result and an error estimate of approximate solutions are presented in Section 4. Numerical examples are given in the last part of the paper.
Differential difference problems
Let us fix our notations on vectors and matrices. We will denote by Mnxn the space of all n x n matrices with real elements. The product of two matrices is denoted by " * ". If X € Mnxn then X T is the transpose matrix. We use the symbol " o " to denote the scalar product in R n .
We need the following assumptions on / and (ao, a).
Assumption Ho[f].
Suppose that / € C( Q, R) where ft = Ex Rx R n and the partial derivatives dtf(P), dxf(P) = (dXlf(P),..., dXnf(P)), dpf(P),dqf(P) = (dqj(P),...,dqj(P)), exist for P = (t,x,p,q) € f2 and dxf, dqf € C{Cl,R n ), dif, dpf <E C(Q,i?). We construct the following numerical method for (1), (2) . We transform the nonlinear problem (1), (2) 
U\z, u; t, x\ = (t, x, A[z](t, x), u(t, x)).
Let us consider the quasilinear functional differential system
with the initial boundary condition
x),a(t,x)).
We are interested now in the discretization with respect to the spatial variable of the above system of differential equations.
We denote by F(A, B) the class of all functions defined on A and taking values in B, where A and B are arbitrary sets.
We define a mesh in E* with respect to the spatial variable. Suppose that for h = (hi,..., h n ), where hi > 0, there exists N = (Ni,..., N n ) G N n such that N o h = r. We denote by H the set of all h having the above property. We assume that
We define the sets
and
Elements of will be denoted by (t,x^) or (t,x). Let F C (E^,R) be the set of all functions w : E^
In the same way we define the sets F c (Eh, R), -> R, let 6 = (Si,..., S n ) be the difference operator defined by
For functions z € F c (Et,R), u G F c and a point (t,x^) e E* h we write z( m \t) = z(t, x( m >) and vl m \t) = u(t,xW).
For u = (u u ... ,u n ) € F c (El,R n ),(7) 5 jZ {m) (t) = \z( m+e i\t) -z^ (t)l for 1 < j < K, hj L J (8) SjZ (m) (t) = \z( m ) (t) -z^m~e^(t) 1 for k + 1 < j < n, hj L J and Sz = (Siz,..
., 8 n z).
We define now the interpolating operator Th :
Suppose that z: E^-y R. For (t, x) € E* two cases will be distinguished. 
.,^^]). Set

T h A™[z](t) = T h [z](a 0 (t,x^),a(t,x^)), T h A^[u](t) = T h [u](a 0 (t,x^),a(t,x^)),
where z: E* h -» R, u: E* h R n . Write Qh = Eh x R x R n . We will approximate solutions of problem (1),(2) by solutions of a system of ordinary functional differential equations. Let us denote by (z, u), u = (uo, u),u= (u\,..., u n ), the unknown functions of the variables (t, x (m) ) € E* h . Set
pW[z,u}(t) = (t,x^m\T h A[z}^\t)M m) (t)).
We will denote by F h and
, the operators defined on F(E^, R) and F(E^, i? 1+n ), respectively, in the following way: We consider the system of ordinary functional differential equations 
We prove that under natural assumptions on given functions, classical solutions of (1),(2) are approximated by solutions of (9)-(ll).
There are the following differences between the classical method of lines and our approach.
(A) If we apply the numerical method of lines presented in [6] then by using simple interpolating operators we approximate classical solutions of (1), (2) in the norm of the space C(E,R).
Let us denote by C l (E,R) the set of all z: E -* R which are of class C 1 . For z 6 C 1 (E, R) we consider the norm Mil = max{||z|| 0 , ||$tz||o, H^llo}, where ||z||o, ||3fz||o, ||<9 x ;z||o are adequate maximum norms. In our method we approximate classical solutions of (1),(2) with solutions of differential difference problems in the norm of the space C X (E, R). Note that C l (E, R) is a natural function space in the existence and theory for (1),(2), see [6] , Chapter 5.
(B) Let us consider a mesh on the set E. Let ho and h = (hi,..., h n ) stand for steps of the mesh for the variables t and x respectively. Nodal points are denoted by and z( r,m ) is the value of z at the point (iW.xM).
Suppose that we have solved numerically differential difference problems generated by (1), (2) . Then the approximate solution Zh is known on all points in the case of the classical method of lines. Then we can construct an interpolating polynomial defined on E with using nodal points (t( r \:z( m )) and the values All the nodal points have the multiplicity 246 W. Czernous one in the classical case. In our approach, the values and u^'™^, are known. The functions uq ^, Uh = (ui.^,..., %/,) approximate the first order partial derivatives of a solution of (1),(2). Then we can construct an interpolating polynomial defined on E and all the nodal points have the multiplicity two because the values Zf[' m^ and ujf'™^, are known.
(C) In the classical case we approximate solutions of the nonlinear differential functional problem with the solutions of differential difference problem which are nonlinear. In our approach we use quasilinear differential difference problems in order to approximate solutions of nonlinear equations.
Note that our results are new also in the case when ao(t, x) = t, a(t, x) = x.
Then (1) reduces to a classical differential equation.
Differential difference inequalities
For a function g € Fc(££, R k ), g = (gi,... ,gk), we write and gW(t) = g(t, *<">), 6gW(t) = M m) (t)l
where D-g\ m \t) is the left hand Dini derivative of at the point t. The norm in R k is defined by ||p||o = max{|pi|: 1 < i < k},
Let us state now comparison theorem which will be used in the following. 
., Afc), is such that for (t, x, w) G Eh x F(££, R k ) we have
Ai(t, x, w) > 0 for 1 < i < k, \i(t, x, w) < 0 for k + 1 < i < n.
2) the function a: [0, a]xR+ -• R+ is continuous and it is nondecreasing with respect to the second variable and a(t, 0) = 0 for t € [0, a], 3) if) G Fc{E^R k ), ip = (ipi,..., V>jfc), and the differential difference inequality (12) |D.^m\t) -A(t,x( m \iP) * [<ty< m >(t)f|Q < a(t, U\\h.t) is satisfied on Eh and the initial-boundary inequality holds
(13) \\4> {m) (t)\\o < V, M (m) ) € Eo.hUdoEh. for (t,x^)eEitl.
4) there exists on
We prove that (15) U im) (t)\\o < uj(t,V,e) for (t,x™) 6 E*h.
Suppose by contradiction, that where e > 0 is arbitrary. From the above inequality we obtain in the limit, letting e tend to 0, inequality (14). This is our claim. We will need the following property of the interpolating operator T^.
The convergence of the method of lines
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that 1) the function v: E* -> R is of class C 1 and Vh is the restriction of v to the set E 2) h € H and c G R+ is such a constant that \d t v{t,x)\ < c, \d Xi v(t,x)\ <c, 1 < i < n, (t,x)eE*.
Then
The proof of the above lemma is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.27 in [6] . We omit details. We formulate next assumptions on the given functions. f(t, x, p, q) -d t f(t, x, p,q)|,  \\d x f(t, x, p, q) -d x f(t, x,p,q Proof. We will write a differential difference inequality for the function ip. We insert functions (v^, iuo./i, u>h) into the system (9)-(ll). We define T h , U h .o : E^ R, Uh -E^ -• R n in the following way: It follows from (9)- (20) that the functions (z^ -v^, uo.h -i£>o./u uh -Wh) satisfy the difference equations
Jt(zh -vh)( m \t) = f(pW{zh,uh}(t)) -f(pW[vh,wh}(t))
+dqf(pW [zh,uh] 
Jt(u0.h -W0.h)^\t) = dtf(pW[zh,uh](t)) -dtf(pW[vh,wh)(t))
+dpf(pW where c = Bs, d = (1 + (n + l)cs + 2nc), s = max{2n + 1, (n + l)s}.
+dgf(P^[zh,uh](t)) 6u$(t) -dqf(P^[zh,uh](t))
Consider the Cauchy problem 
Numerical method of lines
253
We put ho = 0.0001, hi = 0.001 and we have the following experimental values for the average error v^. The tables of errors are typical for the Euler method for initial-boundary value problem.
The paper describes the construction of explicit difference methods for nonlinear differential equations with deviated variables. They have the following property: a large number of previous values , UQ , must be preserved, because they are needed to compute an approximate solution with t = i< i+1 ).
